
Introduction Contributions
 Visual Active Tracking (VAT) aims at following a target

object by autonomously controlling the motion system
of a tracker given visual observations.

 To learn a robust tracker for VAT, we propose a novel
adversarial reinforcement learning (RL) method which adopts an Asymmetric
Dueling mechanism, referred to as AD-VAT.

 In the mechanism, the tracker and target, viewed as two learnable agents, are
opponents and can mutually enhance each other during the dueling/competition:
i.e., the tracker intends to lockup the target, while the target tries to escape from
the tracker.

 The experimental results, in both 2D and 3D environments, demonstrate that the
proposed method leads to a faster convergence in training and yields more robust
tracking behaviors in different testing scenarios.

We propose a novel Adversarial Reinforcement Learning method for VAT task, i.e.,
the Asymmetric Dueling mechanism (AD-VAT). In AD-VAT, the target learns to
generate diverse trajectories when competing with the tracker, which in turn helps
train a more robust tracker.

We provide two techniques to guarantee an efficient yet effective AD-VAT.
 A partial zero-sum reward(PZR), which significantly stabilizes the training.
 A tracker-aware model(TAM) for the target, which yields better escaping policy

and consequently better tracking policy.
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Conclusion

 Environments
 2D: a matrix map where obstacles are randomly placed.
 3D: a photo-realistic and flexible simulation environment built on UnrealCV.

 In this paper, we have proposed an asymmetric dueling mechanism for visual active
tracking (AD-VAT). Within AD-VAT, agents of tracker and target are learned in an
adversarial manner. With the design of the partial zero-sum reward structure and
tracker-aware model, the reinforced active tracker outperforms baseline methods.

 Experiments including ablation study in both 2D and 3D environments verify the
effectiveness of the proposed mechanism.
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The dueling is asymmetric in that the target is additionally fed with the
tracker's observation and action, and learns to predict the tracker's reward as
an auxiliary task. Such an asymmetric dueling mechanism produces a
stronger target, which in turn induces a more robust tracker.

An Overview of The Mechanism

Figure 2: An overview of AD-VAT.
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 In the mechanism, the tracker and the target object, viewed as two learnable
agents, are opponents and can mutually enhance during dueling/competition.

 As the training proceeds, the environments of AD-VAT naturally compose a
curriculum, because the tracker is more likely to compete with a target at a level
of appropriate difficulty when both agents are becoming stronger simultaneously.

 Such an asymmetric dueling mechanism produces a stronger target, which in
turn induces a more robust tracker.

 In practice, using heuristic adversarial RL method for training VAT is unstable and
slow to converge. To address these issues, we derive two components in AD-VAT:
partial zero-sum reward(PZR) and tracker-aware model(TAM) for target.

 PZR is a hybrid reward structure, which utilize the zero-sum reward only when the
target is observed by tracker, but gives penalties to each agent when they are far.
The rewards are shown as below:
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Two Techniques for Learning Better
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𝐴 = 1, 𝜁 > 0 , 𝜉 ≥ 0 are tuning parameters,
𝜌 is the distance to the tracker, 
𝜃 is the relative angle to the front of the tracker.

 TAM is proposed to learn the optimal policy for adversarial target to escape.

We additionally feed the observation and action from the tracker into the target
network, in order to enrich the input information of the target. Moreover, we add
an auxiliary task, which predicts the immediate reward of the tracker.
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Figure 3: Visualizing 𝒓𝟏 + 𝒓𝟐 as a heatmap in x−y plane with the 
tracker in the image center.
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Figure 4: The learning curve for ablation study.

 Baselines
 Ram: walks randomly without any purpose like a man. 
 Nav: a navigator, planning the shortest path to a random goal in use of the Astar

algorithm.
 Results on 2D Environments. We evaluate and quantify the effectiveness of our approach in 

an ideal condition, lacking of noise in observation and action.

 Results on 3D Environments. We demonstrate that the tracker trained in AD-VAT is capable of 
generalizing to high-fidelity environments even it is trained in a simple environment.

Figure 5. The 2D and 3D environments used for training and testing.

Figure 6: The learning curve of AD-VAT
compared with two baseline methods.

Table 1: Results on the 2D environments. The higher is the better.
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Figure 8: Hard examples produced
by the adversarial target.Figure 7: Results on the 3D environments. The higher is the better.

Results

Figure 1: Applying VAT on a mobile  robot.


